On Wednesday, January 6, 2021, at approximately 1750 HRS MPD Sergeant FERRERA, F. (S. 748), MPD Ofc. HILIGH, B. (5842), MPD Ofc. BARTLEY, K. (5630), MPD Ofc. TOUSSAINT (5858), and MPD Ofc. SMITH, A (4079) were deployed to 1st Street NE, to the Lower West Terrace door in response to Civil Disobedience. While in the process of holding a police line at the threshold of the Lower West Terrace Door of the United States Capitol Building, MPD Ofc. TOUSSAINT (5858), MPD Ofc. SMITH, A (4079) were pushing back the line of protestors when suspect (BLAIR, David) was seen with a “lacrosse type stick hitting officers” (MPD Sergeant FERRERA, F. (S. 748)). According to MPD Sergeant FERRERA, F. (S. 748), Suspect (BLAIR, David) admitted to “having a pole-type object in his hand while on the line”. When faced with the suspect (BLAIR, David), MPD Ofc. TOUSSAINT (5858), MPD Ofc. SMITH, A (4079) began striking with batons. MPD Ofc. TOUSSAINT (5858), MPD Ofc. SMITH, A (4079) say suspect (BLAIR, David) was never hit in the head. Once to the ground, MPD Ofc. HILIGH, B. (5842), MPD Ofc. BARTLEY, K. (5630) took the suspect (BLAIR, David) to the ground to conduct a proper handcuff and arrest procedure. During the event, Suspect (BLAIR, David) sustained injury to the head and was requested medical attention. Capitol Police Ofc. SIMS, A. (7271) and CP Officer PANTOS, S. (7269) were called to take the arrest. Ofc. SIMS, A. (7271) is the arresting officer. While waiting medical arrival, Suspect (BLAIR, David) was then asked by MPD Sergeant FERRERA, F. (S. 748) to recount the events. Suspect (BLAIR, David) noted, “[I was] Being an idiot, pumped up and didn’t move back. Accept everything. I’m sorry, I got hit four times, I had a knife in my bag because I was scared of ANTIFA jumping me on the way back.” Suspect (BLAIR, David) was transported to GW Hospital by Prince George’s County Ambulance 829. Suspect (BLAIR, David) received medical attention and was released the morning of Thursday, January 7, 2021 at approximately 0100 HOURS.